
 

Useful Websites 

https://youtu.be/4VDc-B8gJMY “Oh The Places You’ll Go” 

By Dr Seuss and read by Michelle Obama 

https://youtu.be/abw43kcLrbg A lovely animated version of Oh The Places You’ll 

Go 

Paper hair dolls craft https://laughingkidslearn.com/cutting-paper-hair-on-

cardboard-dolls/ 

 

Nursery Remote Learning 

W/C  

1st February 2021 

Personal Social and Emotional 

We would like you to think positively 

about yourself – that means think about 

all the things you can do well and things 

you are learning to do.  

Grown-ups – please can you list all the 

positive things your children say to 

describe themselves and send them to us 

on Tapestry. We’d like to add them to an 

Only One You display.  

Physical Development  

Let’s practise more manual dexterity tasks. 

Make yourselves a hairdressing salon. Use 

brushes and combs, bobbles and slides and be 

as creative as you can. We know some of 

you like using too! 

Look in the useful websites for how to make 

a head from cardboard tubes and paper. Use 

your scissors to trim the paper hair. You Try 

curling the paper hair or tying it together. 

Expressive Art and Design 

Making patterns with 4 sided objects. 

Can you make some decorative patterns using 

rectangles and squares? You could print, collage or 

draw around 2D shapes.  

You could stick squares on squares or cut 4 sided 

pictures from magazines and make a collage? The 

possibilities are endless….  Literacy 

Don’t forget to check the daily phonics 

activities. This week we are going to 

introduce alliteration.  

big brown bears breaking blue bottles 

seven slippery snakes singing  

 

 

Mathematics 

It’s all about the number 4 

Butterflies have 4 wings-2 on each side. 

Draw or paint a picture of a butterfly. Can 

you use 4 different colours to decorate the 

wings? 

It is Harriet’s birthday on 2nd February.  Can 

you make a card or a badge with the 

number 4 on and wear it to our Zoom on 

Wednesday? 

Squares and rectangles all have 4 sides. Can 

you draw a picture using these shapes? 

Understanding the World 

The Big Garden Bird watch – did you take part? 

If so, what birds did you see? 

Why is it important to know how many birds visit our 

gardens? 

Can you draw one of the birds you saw?  

 

Communication and Language 

Discussion and Description 

Look closely at the Marc Chagall painting sheet. Talk about what you can see, 

what you think is happening, where the scene is set, how the painting makes 

you feel. 

Grown-ups: There are some questions and prompts to help you. Encourage 

your child to use sentences and full descriptions rather than one-word 

answers. 
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